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NEXT ISSUE OF LABOUR HISTORY

The November 1996 Labour History is a jointly published Australian-Canadian special issue,
appearing in Canada as an issue of our sister journal Labour/Le Travail. It contains

comparative articles on aspects of the labour movements in our respective countries,
including: Bryan D. Palmer on class formation; Ann McGrath and Winona Stevenson on

gender, race and policy; Raelene Frances. Linda Kealey and Joan Sangster on women and

wage labour; Franca lacovetta. Michael Quinlan and Ian Radforth on immigration and
labour; Stephen Carton and Margciret E. McCallum on workers' welfare; Jacques Ferland

and Christopher Wright on rural and urban labour processes; Gerald Friesen and Lucy
Taksa on workers' education; Mark Bray and Jacques Rouillard on union structure and

strategy; and Teny Irving and Allan Seager on labour and politics. It is now at the printers
in Canada and should arrive soon.

Some members will recall that our first national conference in Sydney had an AustralianCanadian comparative theme. The relationship between our respective Societies -has
remained a constructive and comradely one since then, with many visits across the Pacific

by members from both sides. We hear that there is the possibility to establish a similar
relationship with our Irish counterparts when they celebrate the bicentennaiy of the 1798
rebellion which resulted in many rebels being transported to the Australian colonies.

Meanwhile, don't forget to begin planning for the National Conference in Perth next year.
SOME RECENT BOOKS TO CROSS OUR DESK

Lindsay Tanner MHR has written an account of the drawn out struggle for control of the
Victorian branch of the Federated Clerks' Union. Beginning in the early 1980s, the factional
jostling, ballot box contests and court room tussles between Left and Right culminated in
Tanner's victory as State Secretary in 1988 and the union's reafflliation with the ALP. Titled

The Last Battle, it provides a lively and absorbing insider's account ofthe final skirmish in
the protracted aftermath of the 1955 split in the ALP.

Lindsay is best known as the Labor MHR for Melbourne since 1993 and Shadow Minister

for Transport since the last election. He is also a long-standing member of the ASSLH who
attentive readers will remember has written an article for Labour History on the formation of
the Victorian ALP.

Copies of the book can be ordered by sending a cheque for $15. which includes the cost of
postage, to Kokkino Press at 102 Victoria Street. Carlton. 3053. All profits from sales of the

book will be devoted to the Anna Stewart Memorial Project which helps young women trade
unionists.

Speaking of the Victorian ALP, it is good to see that Frank Bongiomo, another member of
the ASSLH, has reworked his PhD into a book. The People's Party: Victorian Labor and
the Radical Tradition, 1875-1914. Published by Melbourne Universiiy Press, it costs
$24.95 for the handsome paperback edition.

He argues that the emerging Labor party drew on a long radicad tradition of 'manly
independence' and 'social egalitraianism' for a political language that would allow it to
encompass the competing claims of farmers, rural labourers, city workers. Catholics and
Protestants, trade unionists and disillusioned liberals, teetotallers and drinkers, socialists

and feminists. This account of the Victorian ALP's origins highlights the complexily and the
fragility of the popular politics that have sustained the Labor parties in Australia.

Frank is originally from Melbourne but now works at Griffiths University in Brisbane. If he
returns for a visit we'll try to get him along for a talk to the Branch.

Many readers will remember John Merritt's The Making of the AWU, published in 1986.
Mark Heam and Harry Knowles have written an account from the beginnings to the
present. Entitled One Big Union: A History of the Australian Workers' Union, 1886-

1994, it is published by Cambridge University Press at $29.95 for the sturdy paperback
edition.

It is a lively and detailed history of one of the most enduringly powerful unions In Australia
which not only commanded the loyalty of large numbers of workers for most of its history
but also set the political agenda for decades in Queensland state politics and has had a
significant influence in other states and the Commonwealth. As one of the earliest and

largest industrial and general unions, it embodied W.G.Spence's claim that workers must
stake their clEdm in shaping the nation. For one hundred gmd ten years, for better or worse,
it has been doing just that.

Mark Heam is a member of the Labour History Eklitorial Board and Ekiitor of the Australian
Worker. Hany Knowles is Associate Eklitor of Southland.

Readers interested in the American and French revolutions will be familiar with the life and

work of Tom Paine whose advocacy of a radical republican form of government was so
influential at the end of the eighteenth century. John Keane's Tom Paine: A Political

Life, published by Bloomsbury at $19.95 for the paperback edition. Is the latest in a long

list of biographies. Built on exhaustive, scholarly research, it presents an empatheticalfy
critical view of Palne through a lively and engeiging narrative covering some 550 pages. It is
not only good value for money, it is also a timely reminder of the core propositions at the
heart of a popular, radical republicanism as we contemplate the constitutional
arrangements and models of citizenship we want as we enter the twenty-first century.
SOME INTERESTING PUBLISHING PROJECTS UNDER WAY

Oxford University Press is well known for some of its publishing ventures which set
standards in particular fields. The most famous of these is its series of dictionaries. The

Oxford English Dictionary is the lexographical exemplar for the languEige. Many of us have
one or more of the Oxford Companion series on our reference shelves. Tom McArthur's

Oxford Companion to the English Language and Joel Krieger's Oxford Companion to Politics of
the World are two that come to view quickly. It is pleasing to note that Graeme Davison,

John Hirst and Stuart Madntyre, assisted by Kim Tomey and Helen Doyle, are
compiling the Ojford Companion to Australian History. Contributors are presently busy
writing the approximately 2000 entries on core themes and topics, people, places, events
and institutions that have shaped Australia. We look forward to the publication of our own
Companion in the next couple of years.

Work has recently begun on another reference work, the Encyclopedia of Melbourne.
Inspired by the excellent Encyclopedia of New York, it promises to be a large volume of up to
900,000 words. It attempts to cover most aspects of life in Melbourne fi-om the 1830s to the
present. Entries include events, institutions, individuals, organisations and cultural
processes which have had a significant influence on the development of Melbourne's urban
culture and identity. The projected completion date is 2000. Recorder readers will be

pleased to note that there will be many entries on labour institutions and individuals along
with trades, occupations and professions. We look forward to its pubUcation in three years.
A year later we readers can expect a three volume treat in the form of the History of the
Book in Australia. The overall aim of the project is to research fundamental and neglected
aspects of the history of the book and the history of reading in Australia. It will explore the
history of the production, dissemination and reception of literary matter, to provide a new
and original account of the history of print culture in Australia. It will have three

chronological sections; Section 1, from the origins to 1890; Section 2, 1891 - 1945; and
Section 3, from 1946 to the present. Under the General Editorship of Associate Professor
Wallace Kirsop for Monash University, it is planned to publish the three volumes in 2001.

With so much public attention and puffery devoted to the electronic media these days, it is

_i

encouraging to see a major work under way on the most intelligent and reflective medium of
commu nication.

TRAVELLER'S TALE - TOLPUDDLE

On a recent research trip to Frank Anstey s ancestral home in Devon. Branch President

Peter Love took a side trip across to the small Dorset village of Tolpuddle, home of the six

martyrs who were transported to Australia in 1834 for swearing unlawful oaths' when they

established the Friendly Society of Agricultural Labourers in October 1833 to resist wage
cuts by belligerent employers. The stoiy of their trial, transportation and eventual pardon
after mass popular agitation, their return to England and. with one exception, their
emigration to Canada is well known to Australian labour historians. Accordingly, whenever
in the area, a pilgrimage to Tolpuddle seems mandatory.

In approaching the village on the A35 through undulating farmland there is little to
announce the historical significance of the area. Tolpuddle is an unprepossessing place with
the usual mixture of old and modern buildings clustered along the main road. The first
memorial when entering the village from the west is the Tolpuddle Martyrs Memorial
Cottages and Museum, erected by the TUC around the centennaiy of the trial in 1934. The
cottages, illustrated in the picture, were built to house retired workers, while the small

museum is located in the central section of the terrace. Although it is small and not
particularly up-to-date compared with many museums, the clarity of its arrangement and
the dignity of its presentation are impressive.
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On entering the small room, visitors can follow the story of the agricultural working
conditions that occasioned the popular agitation in the area, including the earlier 'Captain
Swing' riots and the events leading up to the trial and transportation of George and James
Loveless, Thomas and John Stanfleld, James Hammett and James Brine. The commentary
is presented in a series of typed sheets, framed and arranged around the wall with

appropriate artefacts on display in glass cases beneath. While the presentation might be
static and unimaginative, the framed narrative is excellent in its directness and simplicity
which allows the story and its significance to speak for itself.

In the centre of the village is the famous sycamore Martyrs' Tree, beneath which they were
said to have sworn their 'unlawful oaths'. It is in a well-tendered garden beside the road
with an explanatory plaque, a thatched shelter and a carefully nurtured offspring of the
original tree ready to do tourist duty when the parent can no longer serve its purpose. There
are several buildings, houses and chapel, that have associations with the martyrs and a
pub which inclines towards kitsch exploitation of the tourist trade.

Overall, the effect of a visit to Tolpuddle relies more on the exercise of a well-informed

historical imagination than on the physicsd presence of any of the memorials. The well-

prepared traveller who combines Tolpuddle with visits to the near-by Thomas Hardy cottage
and the Dorchester museum will be well satisfied with their efforts and expenditure.
CONFERENCE REPORTS

'Labour History: Themes, Comparisons and Directions' Conference, University of
WoUongong, 30 September - 1 October 1996. This was originally intended as a conference to
honour the work of one of the ASSLH's founders. Bob Gollan but he wouldn't aUow a

conference devoted to his work, insisting instead that it be devoted to a more contemporary
theme, hence its comparative focus.

The first day was concerned with the current state of Australian labour historiography.
Stuart Macintyre opened with an overview and a survey of current research, linking
previous preoccupations with present interests. Jim Hagan, Ray Markey and Paul Matters

followed with a discussion of trade union history which, in the present political climate,
inevitabfy strayed into a consideration of the direction and relevance of trade unions now.

Andrew Markus and Clive Moore ranged over the topic of aborigines in labour history,
illustrating along the way how there is some tension among the ranks of workers in that
field. The final session on the first day saw Raelene Frances and Ann Curthoys consider the
veiy significant place of women in labour histoiy.

The conference dinner paid handsome tribute to Bob Gollan's work eis labour historian,

teacher and political activist, in a convivial atmosphere of food, drink and good
conversation, interrupted by occasional speeches, of which Bob's was the best.

The second day turned to comparative matters with Msu-cel van der Linden Instructing
delegates In some essential preliminaries to doing comparative labour history while Andrew
Wells offered a regional perspective on the same topic. The next session heard Michael Hess

offer an overview of the labour movement in Asia with some Interesting lessons from his
own experience In PNG. Helen Jarvls and Nlco Warouw give a very Interesting explanation of

how the Indonesian labour movement Is re-emerglng despite government repression, while
Stephanie Fsihey explored the contrary circumstances of official trade unionism in Vietnam.
The conference concluded with a session based around Bob Gollan's assessment of the

political context of labour history, making the point that politically engaged scholarship is
as importEuit now as it ever was.

Espionage and Counter-Espionage in Australian History: Left and Right in Australian
History, University of Western Sydney, 11-12 October 1996. This very timely conference
brought together scholars from very different perspectives to discuss and debate the place of
spies and intelligence gathering in Australia. In the context of recent controversies and

supposed 'revelations', it was particularly timely £md there was lively and well-informed

debate about specific cases as weU as the more general issue of what constitutes 'spying*.
By all accounts, it was a very successful conference.

Labour and Business Archives Conference, Industrial Relations Centre, University of New

South Wales, 19 October 1996. This was a rather less common get-together of those most
valuable people who produce, preserve. Interpret and publicise hlstoriCEil records associated

with working life. Let's hope that the preservers and interpreters do not outnumber the
producers in the near future.

MELBOURNE BRANCH CONTACTS

If you want to contact the Melbourne Branch of the ASSLH about membership, the
Recorder, branch activities or simply for historical information please speak or write to:
President

Secretary

Treasurer

Peter Love

Jack Hutson

David Coupe

51 Blanche St

3/76A Campbell Rd

PC Box 168

StKllda

Hawthorn East

3182

Ph 03 9534 2445

Ph 03 9882 4918

3213

Moonee Ponds 3039
Ph 03 9370 9590

Where do we meet now ??
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Our new meeting place is comfortable and easily reached by public
transport..and car parking is not too difficult on Sundays.

